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A bit of history...

• 1950 first device for radio 
frequency destruction / BD Cosman
& ER Cosman

• 1974 RF is used to treat pain

• 1981 introduction of special 
cannulas expands indications for 
RF

• 1998 begining of PRF (pulse 
radiofrequency )

а

https://comedical.nl/products-cosman-medical/

http://www.makst-pharm.kz/i/images/content/e54cf9256d1285d1efdf456bed641f96.jpg
http://www.makst-pharm.kz/i/images/content/e54cf9256d1285d1efdf456bed641f96.jpg


Scheme of RF-execution

Charles  D. Gauci. Manual of RF technique. 2008
James  P. Rathmell. Atlas of Image-guided 
intervention  in regional anestesia and pain 
management. 2011



FEATURES OF PROCEDURE

• RFA - radiofrequency
destruction (t=60-80°C -
coagulative necrosis).

• PRF - pulsed radiofrequency
(t≤42°C - change in electrical
conductivity of tissues.

https://comedical.nl/products-cosman-medical/



Pulsed mode - PRF

• Introduced into practice in the 
mid-90s by Cosman

• The generator produces 
"bursts" of pulses at a frequency 
of 500 kHz with a duration of 20 
ms and at intervals of 480 ms

• Large intervals do not allow the 
tissues to heat up above 40-
42°C

Kim DH, Kim Y-C, Kim K-H. Minimally invasive percutaneous spinal 
techniques. 2011
Charles D. Gauci. Manual of RF technique. 2008



PRF causes damage to cellular 
microstructures

Erdine S, Belir A, Cosman ER. Ultrasound changes in axons following
exposure to pulsed radiofrequency fields. Pain practice. 2009.

The intrinsic ultrastructural components of 
axons have been found to show microscopic 
damage after exposure to PRF, including: 
membranes and mitochondrial morphology, 
and disruption - disorganization of 
microfilaments and microtubules. Damage is 
more pronounced for C-fibers than for A-delta 
and A-beta fibers.



EPIDEMIOLOGY

Prevalence of the lower back pain (LBP) in developed countries has
the size of a pandemic and is serious not only medical, but and
socio-economic problem as well. In the USA and countries of
Western Europe, the prevalence of LBP reaches 40–80%, and the
annual incidence- 5 %. It is the second most common (after
respiratory diseases) the reason for going to the doctor and the
third- by the frequency of hospitalizations.

Chistik T. Pain in the lower back: diagnostic algorithms and effective
treatment. Pain'. Joints. Spine .2015
Scientific approach to the assessment and management of

activity-related spinal disorders. A monograph for clinicians.
Report of the Quebec Task Force on Spinal Disorders. Spine
. 1987.



LBP classification

❑ Specific (15%)

• Protrusion / Extrusion of 
the disc

• Spondylolisthesis

• Spinal stenosis

• Segmental instability

• Infections, tumors, 
fractures etc.

❑Non-specific (85%)

❑Radicular (5%)

Spitzer et al. Scientific approach to the assessment and management of activity-
related spinal disorders. 1987



INNERVATION OF THE INTERVERTEBRAL DISC

C. Hirsch, K.Lindblom. 1948
N. Bogduk. 1980
Roberts S et al.1995
Coppes MH. et al 1997
Brown MF. et al 1997
Fagan A. et al 2003
Aoki Y. et al 2004

Kim DH, Kim Y-C, Kim K-H. Minimally invasive percutaneous spinal 
techniques. 2011

Coppes MH, Marani E , Thomeer RT, Groen GJ. Innervation of "painful" lumbar 
discs.Spine.1997 

❑ The connection of lumbar pain with IVD irritation was 
established by C. Hirsch and K. Lindblom in 1948. Later, 
the data were refined by N. Bogduk.

❑ During the disc degeneration, not only the germination 
of nerve fibers in the central sections of the disc is 
observed, but also an increase in the density of its 
innervation.

❑ In the nerve fibers of the disc and in the spinal nodes, 
immunoreactivity to substance P was found, i.e. at least 
some of the fibers and receptors of the disc are 
nociceptive and their stimulation can be a source of 
discogenic pain.

❑ An inflammatory response (experimentally) can lead to 
a change in the phenotype of neurons, as a result of 
which most of them become nociceptive.



IDET – INTRADISCAL ELECTROTHERMAL THERAPY

• A minimally invasive method for 
releasing heat energy into the 
intervertebral disc.

• Radiofrequency electrode 
catheter system (DiscTRODE, 
FlexTRODE) uses heat to 
coagulate, dereceptive, and 
decompress the disc.

• Stepwise (120 - 240 s) increase in 
t from 50° to 65°С.

Kim DH, Kim Y-C, Kim K-H. Minimally invasive percutaneous spinal 
techniques. 2011



IDET (operation theater)



RADICULAR PAIN. X-RAY ANATOMY / 
TUNNEL VISION

• SAP- superior articular process

• IAP- inferior articular process

• P- pedicle

• TP- transversus process

Michael B.Furman, Atlas Of Image-Guided Spinal
Procedures. 2018



PRF DRG (operation theater)

• The spine root is
contrasted.

• t = 42°C

• Two series of 120 s



OPERATION THEATER

• Manipulations are performed
on an outpatient basis, in an
operating room, under
fluoroscopic (C-arm) control.
Monitoring of indicators of
vital functions is carried out.



PROBLEM…

• PRF - pulsed radiofrequency of the dorsal root ganglion 
leads to a fairly long-term effect, but does not eliminate 
the mechanical cause of pain - a degenerative altered 
intervertebral disc.

• IDET - intradiscal electrothermal therapy directly affects 
the intervertebral disc, changing its structure and 
reducing intradiscal pressure. However, the pain 
manifestations of radiculopathy itself regress later, 
which cannot but worsen the patient's quality of life.



COMBINED RF-ACTION (protocol)

The combined action protocol consists of two parts, which are performed
simultaneously. The first part is to perform thermodiscoplasty (IDET). High-
frequency current (500 kHz) is supplied to the intradiscally installed electrode-
catheter in a constant mode. In this case, the working part of the catheter is
heated stepwise: 50°C for 120 s, 55°C for 120 s, 60°C for 120 s, and 65°C for 240
s. Thus, thermal modification of collagen fibers and deactivation of nociceptors
are achieved.The second part (PRF DRG) was performed in a pulse mode,
which, due to its influence primarily on nerve C-fibers, reduces the conduction
of a pain impulse. Two series were performed, lasting 120 s each, during which
the temperature of the electrode tip should not exceed 42°C. Pulses with a
frequency of 500 kHz, the duration of each is 2 ms.

Pavlov B. Combined radiofrequency treatment of lumbar discogenic 
radiculopathies. Ukrainian Neurosurgical Journal. 2018;(3).
Pavlov B, Romanenko V. Interventional combined radiofrequency method in 
the treatment of chronic lumbosacral radicular pain associated with moderate 
disc herniation. Georgian Medical News. 2022. No 2 (323).



COMBINED RF-ACTION (X-ray film, operation theater)

IDET L4-L5 and left PRF DRG L4 on the. Photo of the intraoperative fluorogram in AP and
the appearance of the surgical field (black arrows indicate the intradiscal catheter for
thermodiscoplasty, white arrows indicate the electrode for radiofrequency pulsed ablation
of the posterior spinal root ganglion). Traces of radiopaque solution for provocative
discography are visualized in the intervertebral space. The spinal root L4 is also contrasted.

Pavlov B. Combined radiofrequency treatment of lumbar discogenic 
radiculopathies. Ukrainian Neurosurgical Journal. 2018;(3).
Pavlov B, Romanenko V. Interventional combined radiofrequency method in 
the treatment of chronic lumbosacral radicular pain associated with moderate 
disc herniation. Georgian Medical News. 2022. No 2 (323).





RESULTS

The results of treatment were evaluated
by pain visual analog scale (VAS) and
disability index Oswestry (ODI). The
main criteria evaluations of treatment
results were pain intensity and dynamics
of social adaptation. An assessment has
been made indicators before treatment,
directly after the manipulation, after 1
month and after 6 months.

Complications during operations and after them were
not observed. Significant analgesic effect observed
immediately after intervention. Most patients in
preoperative period were characterized their pain as
“terrible, leading to distress,” rating them from 6 to 9
VAS (Me = 7.77 ± 1.02). And already on the first day after
surgery maximum number of patients described the pain
as “weak, but troubling”, which corresponds from 1 to 5
VAS (Me = 2.54 ± 1.01). Often these had uncomfortable
feelings myogenic character, caused inevitable soft
tissue injury during access.

The severity of the pain syndrome before and immediately after the 
operation (visual analog scale, 1987)



RESULTS

Treatment`s results in 1 month after the
operation testified about maintaining a
downward trend pain syndrome: more than
60% operated were celebrated almost
complete absence of disturbing sensations,
and about a third of patients characterized
the pain as "weak“ (VAS Me = 2.18 ± 1.01).
Similar result was kept for 6 months when
patients evaluated their own pain according
to VAS from 1 to 3 (Me = 2.0 ±0.75).

Severity of pain syndrome before surgery and 1 and 6 months after 
surgery (visual analogue scale, 1987)



RESULTS

Worthy of attention, in our opinion, data
obtained using Oswestry Low Back Pain
Disability. So, before treatment disability was
determined in patients range from 60 to 80
points on the ODI (Me =70.45 ± 7.85), which is
sufficient low vital energy. And already in 1
month after surgery most patients could stay
much longer in vertical position, which allowed
them to participate in public life, and also make
long trips. Many of the patients could care
without using analgesics. A significant part of
the researched noted the normalization of sleep
(Me ODI =33.18 ± 11.29). This trend continued
after 6 months: until the end of our period
observation of patients characterized the
degree of social adaptability by ODI in the range
of 20up to 50 points (Me = 30.45 ± 9.98)

Data dynamics  before surgery and 1 and 6 months after surgery 
according to Oswestry Low Back Pain Disability Questionnaire (1980)



CONCLUSION

• Combined use of IDET and PRF DRG is
effective and safe method for treatment of
chronic (therapeutic resistant) lumbar
radicular pain associated with protrusions
intervertebral discs.
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